Components™ is a full collection for the contemporary bathroom that speaks to the many facets of modern design. Every element, from spouts and handles to the accessories that complete the space, is designed to feel like a minimalist piece of modern sculpture.

The collection invites you to design your own signature look by combining a faucet spout with your style of handles. The different spout and handle combinations within this curated collection allow you to bring a touch of your personality into the room. Once you have found a style that speaks to your taste, select your finish and bring the entire room together with Components showering designs and accessories.

With different combinations creating distinct looks, Components is a versatile collection that was designed to be designed. By you.
Create the look you want

Choose a spout, handles and finish to personalize the space.
Components™

1. Choose your spout.

2. Choose your handle.

3. Choose your finish.
Ribbon Spout
Coyly couture in a sweeping architectural aesthetic.

Row Spout
Monumental yet playful in its striking modernism, featuring laminar flow for a smooth stream of water.
Modern Form.

Designers paid meticulous attention to every line and angle to create the controlled forms and stark precision of the Components™ collection's spouts.

Tube Spout

Sublimely stark and statuesque in its design, complete with laminar flow for less splash in the water flow.
Oyl Handle
Inspired by precision-tooled gauges and dials.

Industrial Handle
Influenced by machine valves and factory pipes.
Modern Function.

Each handle within the Components™ collection is distinct and features a unique activation with intuitive control.

Lever Handle
A sleek, minimalist approach to manufacturing-style levers.

Rocker Handle
Features a unique back-and-forth movement with smooth control.
The versatility and personalization of the Components™ collection enables it to be used in a wide range of looks and styles. Combine a spout, handles and finish to create the perfect look for the room you want.
K-77974-9-BL Bathroom Sink Industrial Handles
The spouts, handles and accessories below are showcased on pages 8–12.

- Shown in Matte Black (-BL)

1 | K-77967  Bathroom Sink Spout With Tube Design
2 | K-77974-9  Bathroom Sink Industrial Handles
3 | K-78378  Robe Hook
4 | K-78379  Double Towel Arm
5 | K-78382  Pivoting Toilet Tissue Holder
6 | K-78385  Cabinet Knob
7 | K-78386  Drawer Pull
8 | K-78376  Hotelier
9 | K-T78026-9  Transfer Valve Trim With Industrial Handle
10 | K-T78025-9  Volume Control Valve Trim With Industrial Handle
11 | K-T78027-9  Thermostatic Valve Trim With Industrial Handle

Other KOHLER® products shown on pages 8–12:
- K-99550-SD-1WA Jute® 72" Wall-Hung Vanity
- K-2214-0 Ladena® Under-Mount Sink
- K-8331-0 Veil® Freestanding Bath
- K-45201-BL 8" Contemporary Round Rainhead
- K-10124-BL Rainhead Arm and Flange
- K-45415-A-BL Shift® Ellipse Multifunction Handshower
- K-975-BL Purist® Handshower Holder
- K-8014-BL WaterTile® Round Body Spray
- K-9514-BL MasterShower® Metal Shower Hose
- K-976-BL Purist Supply Elbow
- K-9135-BL Shower Drain
- K-5401-0 Veil Comfort Height® Intelligent Toilet

See the full Components™ faucet and accessory collection on pages 30–34, or visit KOHLER.com/Components.
K-77969-CP  Bathroom Sink Spout With Row Design
The spouts, handles and accessories below are showcased on pages 14–18.

Shown in Polished Chrome (-CP)

Other KOHLER® products shown on pages 14-18:
- **K-2258-8-0** Memoirs® Classic 27” Pedestal Sink
- **K-5271-CP** DTV Prompt® Digital Shower Interface
- **K-939-CP** Purist® Showerhead
- **K-933-CP** Purist Shower Arm and Flange
- **K-10257A-CP** Shift™ Ellipse Multifunction Handshower
- **K-975-CP** Purist Handshower Holder
- **K-9514-CP** MasterShower® Metal Shower Hose
- **K-976-CP** Purist Supply Elbow
- **K-9135-CP** Shower Drain
- **K-97604T02-0** Choreograph™ 60” x 96” Cord Wall Panel
- **K-97635-0** Choreograph 96” Corner Joint
- **K-6918-0** Memoirs Wall-Hung Toilet
- **K-77271-CP** Memoirs Flush Actuator Plate

See the full Components™ faucet and accessory collection on pages 30–34, or visit KOHLER.com/Components.
Finish shown is not available on the Components™ collection.
K-77963-8A Remote Valve Bathroom Sink Rocker Handle
Finish shown is not currently available on the Components™ collection in North America.
The spouts, handles and accessories below are showcased on pages 20–24.

Shown in Vibrant® Titanium (-TT)*

1 | K-77968 Bathroom Sink Spout With Ribbon Design
2 | K-77963-8A Remote Valve Bathroom Sink Rocker Handle
3 | K-78379 Double Towel Arm
4 | K-78384 Covered Double Toilet Tissue Holder
5 | K-78386 Drawer Pull
6 | K-78372 18” Towel Bar
7 | K-78385 Cabinet Knob
8 | K-78378 Robe Hook

Other KOHLER® products shown on pages 20–24:

- K-99523-1WA Damask® 60” Wall-Hung Vanity
- K-2882-0 Verticyl® Rectangle Under-Mount Bathroom Sink
- K-99693-P-NA DTV+® Digital Interface
- K-13689-TT 10” Contemporary Round Rainhead
- K-7392-TT 12” Ceiling-Mount Rainhead Arm And Flange
- K-10257-A-TT Shift™ Ellipse Multifunction Handshower
- K-8524-TT 30” Slidebar
- K-8014-TT WaterTile® Round Body Spray
- K-9514-TT MasterShower® 60” Metal Shower Hose
- K-98352-TT Exhale® Supply Elbow
- K-9135-TT Round Shower Drain
- K-4000-7 San Souci® Comfort Height® Touchless Toilet

See the full Components™ faucet and accessory collection on pages 30–34, or visit KOHLER.com/Components.

*Finish shown is not currently available on the Components collection in North America.
The spouts, handles and accessories below are showcased on pages 26–28.

Shown in Polished Chrome (-CP)

Other KOHLER® products shown on pages 26–28:
- K-99544-SD-1WM Jute® 48” Wall-Hung Bathroom Vanity
- K-5373-0 Vox® Rectangle Vessel Bathroom Sink
- K-99573-TL-NA Verdera® Lighted Mirror
- K-13689-CP 10” Contemporary Round Rainhead
- K-7392-CP 12” Ceiling-Mount Rainhead Arm and Flange
- K-10257-A-CP Shift® Ellipse Multifunction Handshower
- K-8524-CP 30” Slidebar
- K-974-CP Stillness® Slidebar Trim
- K-9514-CP MasterShower® 60” Metal Shower Hose
- K-8353-CP Exhale® Supply Elbow
- K-9135-CP Shower Drain
- K-77725-0 ModernLife® Wall-Hung Toilet
- K-5413-CP Cue® Flush Actuator Plate

See the full Components™ faucet and accessory collection on pages 30–34, or visit KOHLER.com/Components.
Components™
product specification
guide

Bathroom Sink Spouts

K-77967 Tube Design (Shown)
K-77965 Tall Tube Design
K-77968 Ribbon Design (Shown)
K-77966 Tall Ribbon Design
K-77969 Row Design (Shown)
K-23887 Tall Row Design

Note: All spouts come with drains.

Bathroom Sink Handles

K-77974-4 Widespread Lever Handles
K-77974-8 Widespread Oyl Handles
K-77974-9 Widespread Industrial Handles
K-77963-8A Single-Handle Remote Valve Rocker Handle

Single-Handle Bathroom Sink Faucets

K-77958-4A Pin Handle
K-77959-4A Tall Pin Handle
COMPONENTS

Finish Options

CP
Polished Chrome

BN
Vibrant, Brushed Nickel

BL
Matte Black

Accessories

K-78377
Towel Arm

K-78379
Double Towel Arm

K-78372
18" Towel Bar (Shown)

K-78373
24" Towel Bar

K-78374
30" Towel Bar

K-78375
Double Towel Bar

K-78376
Hoteller

K-78382
Pivoting Toilet Tissue Holder

K-78383
Vertical Toilet Tissue Holder

K-78384
Covered Double Toilet Tissue Holder

K-78386
Drawer Pull

K-78385
Cabinet Knob

K-78387
24" ADA-Compliant Grab Bar

K-78378
Robe Hook
Deck-Mount Bath Spout Trim

- K-77985: Tube Design
- K-77986: Ribbon Design
- K-77987: Row Design

Deck-Mount Bath Handles

- K-77990-4: Lever Handles
- K-77990-8: Oyl Handles
- K-77990-9: Industrial Handles

Wall-Mount Bath Spout

Deck-Mount Handshower Holder

- K-77999
- K-77989: With Hose and Diverter

Bidet Faucets

- K-77982-4A: Single-Handle Pin Handle
- K-77983-4: Widespread Lever Handles
Rite-Temp® Pressure-Balancing Valve Trim

- K-TS78015-4 Lever Handle
- K-TS78015-8 Oyl Handle
- K-TS78015-9 Industrial Handle

Rite-Temp Pressure-Balancing Valve Trim With Diverter

- K-T78016-4 Lever Handle
- K-T78016-8 Oyl Handle
- K-T78016-9 Industrial Handle

Thermostatic Valve Trim

- K-T78027-4 Lever Handle
- K-T78027-8 Oyl Handle
- K-T78027-9 Industrial Handle
Transfer Valve Trim

K-T78026-4  Lever Handle
K-T78026-8  Oyl Handle
K-T78026-9  Industrial Handle

Volume Control Valve Trim

K-T78025-4  Lever Handle
K-T78025-8  Oyl Handle
K-T78025-9  Industrial Handle